
Monkey Mancala Rules
Normal Rules

● Monkey Mancala rules are similar to normal Mancala.
● There are 2 rows of 6 pockets each (12 pockets in total) with 4 mini monkeys

as pieces (48 pieces in total), and the goal is to capture the most pieces and
put them in your “store”.

● You move counterclockwise and can only capture mini monkeys by running into
your own store. If you run into your opponent’s store, you skip it without
depositing anything inside.

● If the last monkey you deposit is in your store, you get another turn.
● If the last monkey you deposit is in an empty pocket on your side, you capture

that monkey and any monkeys in the opposite pocket.
● The game ends when all pockets are empty on one side of the board.
● The person who still has monkeys in the pockets on their side gets to capture

all of them.

Added Rules/Mechanics

Monkey Mancala adds a Dice and tokens into the mix, improving the overall strategy
and experience of the game.

● There are 4 different tokens, and when they are either used or discarded, they
are put back into a pile so that they may be drawn again.

○ Token 1: Skip pockets based on dice roll; the number you roll will be
the amount of spaces you skip

○ Token 2: Reverse distribution cycle; you will move clockwise instead of
counterclockwise

○ Token 3: Steal a monkey from the opp’s pocket; this can apply both to
the opponent’s pockets and store

○ Token 4: swap spaces/pockets; swap the amount of monkeys in two
pockets (can be yours of the opponent’s; you cannot swap stores)

● When you drop a monkey into your store, you can roll a die to draw a token.
You can also draw a token when you get a free turn.



○ If you roll a one or two, you don’t draw a token.
○ If you roll a three or four, you draw a token.
○ If you roll a five or six, you draw two tokens.
○ You can only roll the die one time until your opponent’s turn. However,

there is no limit to drawing tokens via gaining a free turn.
● You can only hold up to five tokens at a time, but may choose to replace any

token you draw.
● You can use all the tokens you have during your turn, but you can use one of

your tokens during your opponent’s turn to disrupt their strategy. However,
they can block your token by sacrificing a token with the same ability. Tokens
can only be used before you start distributing the monkeys. You can also use
them on free turns.


